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Abstract. Understanding social interactions from egocentric views is
crucial for many applications, ranging from assistive robotics to AR/VR.
Key to reasoning about interactions is to understand the body pose and
motion of the interaction partner from the egocentric view. However, research in this area is severely hindered by the lack of datasets. Existing
datasets are limited in terms of either size, capture/annotation modalities, ground-truth quality, or interaction diversity. We fill this gap by
proposing EgoBody, a novel large-scale dataset for human pose, shape
and motion estimation from egocentric views, during interactions in complex 3D scenes. We employ Microsoft HoloLens2 headsets to record rich
egocentric data streams (including RGB, depth, eye gaze, head and hand
tracking). To obtain accurate 3D ground truth, we calibrate the headset with a multi-Kinect rig and fit expressive SMPL-X body meshes to
multi-view RGB-D frames, reconstructing 3D human shapes and poses
relative to the scene, over time. We collect 125 sequences, spanning diverse interaction scenarios, and propose the first benchmark for 3D fullbody pose and shape estimation of the interaction partner from egocentric views. We extensively evaluate state-of-the-art methods, highlight
their limitations in the egocentric scenario, and address such limitations
leveraging our high-quality annotations. Data and code are available at
https://sanweiliti.github.io/egobody/egobody.html.
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Introduction

Humans constantly interact and communicate with each other; understanding
our social interaction partners’ motions, intentions and emotions is almost instinctive for us. However, the same does not hold for machines. A first step towards automated human interaction understanding is the estimation of the 3D
body pose, shape and motion of the social interaction partner (“interactee”) from
egocentric views, e.g. from head-mounted devices (HMD). Addressing this challenging problem is crucial for many applications, ranging from assistive robotics
to Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR), where sensors typically perceive
?
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Fig. 1: EgoBody is a large-scale dataset capturing ground-truth 3D human motions
during social interactions in 3D scenes. Given two interacting subjects, we leverage a
lightweight multi-camera rig to reconstruct their 3D shape and pose over time (top
row). One of the subjects (blue) wears a head-mounted device, synchronized with the
rig, capturing egocentric multi-modal data like eye gaze tracking (red circles in first
two rows) and RGB images (bottom).

the interactee from the egocentric view. Despite its importance, the problem has
received little attention in the literature so far. While there are a large number of methods for full-body pose (and sometimes also shape) estimation from
RGB(D) frames [14, 20, 30, 40, 41, 45, 48, 60, 73, 82, 91, 94, 99–102], they tend to
perform poorly on data captured with an HMD (see Sec. 5). Indeed, this setup
brings its own unique challenges, which most methods have not explicitly addressed so far. Any method aiming at understanding the pose and shape of the
interactee must deal with severe body truncations, motion blur (exacerbated by
the embodied movement of the HMD), people entering/exiting the field of view,
to name a few.
A reason for such limited attention is the lack of data. On one hand, most human motion datasets are captured by third-person-view cameras without egocentric frames [23,30,34,37,38,65,86,103], which do not faithfully replicate AR/VR
scenarios; most capture only one subject at a time, without interactions [30, 34].
On the other hand, existing egocentric datasets are limited in terms of annotation modalities, scale and interaction diversity. They either focus on coarse-level
interaction/action labels [21, 56, 67, 75, 80], or provide only the camera wearer’s
pose without considering [84, 85, 93, 98], or with very limited data involving [29],
the interactee. You2Me [68] collects egocentric RGB frames of two-people interactions, annotated with 3D skeletons, without 3D scene context, nor the body
shape. Recently, Ego4D [27] collects a large amount of egocentric videos for various tasks including action and social interaction understanding, but without 3D
ground truth for human pose, shape and motions.
To fill this gap, we propose EgoBody, a unique, large-scale egocentric dataset
capturing high-quality 3D human motions during social interactions. We focus
on 2-people interaction cases, and define interaction scenarios based on the social
interaction categories studied in sociology [8]. Unlike most existing datasets that
only provide RGB streams, EgoBody collects egocentric multi-modal data, with
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Table 1: Comparison with existing image-based datasets with 3D human pose annotations. “Fr.#” denotes frame numbers. “3rd-PV” and “Ego” refers to the third-personview and egocentric view, respectively. “Mesh” refers to the body mesh. “Interact”
refers to social interactions. “Global-Cfg.” refers to global translation and rotation.
Dataset

Fr.# Sub.# 3rd-PV Ego Mesh Gaze 3D-Scene Interact Global-Cfg.

TNT15 [64]
13k
4
3DPW [63]
51k
7
PROX [30]
100k
20
Panoptic [38]
297k 180+
HUMBI [97]
380k
772
TotalCapture [86] 1,900k
5
Human3.6M [34] 3,600k
11
Mo2Cap2 [93]
15k
5
You2Me [68]
150k
10
HPS [29]
300k
7
Ours
*

220k

36
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accurate 3D human shape, pose and motion ground-truth for both interacting
subjects, accompanied by eye gaze tracking for the camera wearer. Furthermore,
EgoBody includes accurate 3D scene reconstructions, providing a holistic and
consistent 3D understanding of the physical world around the camera wearer.
The egocentric data is captured with a Microsoft HoloLens2 headset [3],
which provides rich multi-modal streams: RGB, depth, head, hand and eye gaze
tracking, correlated in space and time. In particular, eye gaze carries vital information about human attention during interactions. By providing eye gaze
tracking synchronized with other modalities, EgoBody opens the door to study
relationships between human attention, interactions and motions. We obtain
high-quality 3D human shape and motion annotations in an automated way, by
leveraging a marker-less motion capture approach. Namely, we utilize a multicamera rig consisting of multiple Azure Kinects [1] as our motion capture system.
However, combining raw data streams from the egocentric- and the thirdperson-view remains highly challenging due to hardware limitations. Specifically,
the Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration exhibit inaccuracies due to not perfectly accurate factory calibration and tracking drift. We address this by proposing a
refinement scheme based on body keypoints. With carefully calibrated data, we
further build an efficient motion capture pipeline based on [102] to fit the SMPLX body model [73] to multi-view and egocentric RGB-D data, reconstructing
accurate 3D full-body meshes for both the camera wearer and the interactee. In
this way, we get accurate and well calibrated ground truth across all sensor coordinates, as well as the world coordinate, which is not available in most existing
datasets. The setup is lightweight and easy to deploy in various environments.
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With EgoBody we propose the first benchmark for 3D human pose and shape
estimation (3DHPS) of the interactee, in interactions captured by the HMD. By
evaluating state-of-the-art 3DHPS methods on the EgoBody’s test set, we carefully analyze and highlight the limitations of existing methods in this egocentric
setup. We show the usefulness of EgoBody by fine-tuning three recent methods [36, 48, 57] on its training set, obtaining significantly improved performance
on our test set. Finally, in a cross-dataset evaluation we show how models finetuned on EgoBody also achieve a better performance on the You2Me dataset [68].
Contributions. In summary, we: (1) provide the first large-scale egocentric
dataset, EgoBody, comprising both egocentric- and third-person-view multimodal data, annotated with high-quality 3D ground-truth motions for both interacting people and 3D scene reconstructions; (2) extensively evaluate stateof-the-art 3DHPS methods on our test set, showing their shortcomings in this
egocentric setup and providing insights for future methods in this direction; (3)
show the usefulness of our training set: a simple fine-tuning on it significantly
improves existing methods’ performance and robustness on both our test set
and a di↵erent egocentric dataset; (4) provide the first benchmark for 3DHPS
estimation of the interactee in the egocentric view during social interactions.

2

Related Work

Datasets for 3D human pose, motion and interactions. A large number of
datasets focus on 3D human pose and motion from third-person-views [23,30,34,
37, 38, 52, 63–65, 72, 86, 97, 103]. For example, Human3.6M [34] and AMASS [62]
use optical marker-based motion capture to collect large amounts of high-quality
3D motion sequences; they are limited to constrained studio setups and images
– when available – are polluted by markers. PROX [30] performs marker-less
capture of people moving in 3D scenes from monocular RGB-D, without humanhuman interactions. The quality of the reconstructed motion is further improved
by LEMO [102]. The Panoptic Studio datasets [37–39, 92] capture interactions
between people using a multi-view camera system, annotated with body and
hand 3D joints plus facial landmarks. CHI3D [23] focuses on close human-human
contacts, using a motion capture system to extract ground-truth 3D skeletons.
3DPW [63] reconstructs the 3D shape and motion of people by fitting SMPL [59]
to IMU data and RGB images captured with a hand-held camera, without 3D
environment reconstruction. None of these datasets provides egocentric data.
Among datasets for egocentric vision, a lot of attention has been put on handobject interactions and action recognition, often without 3D ground-truth [10,16,
17,22,42–44,51,56,67,70,75,77,80,96,104]. Mo2Cap2 [93] and xR-EgoPose [84,85]
provide image-3D skeleton pairs for egocentric body pose prediction of the camera wearer, without the interactee involved. HPS [29] reconstructs the body pose
and shape of the camera wearer moving in large 3D scenes; only a few frames
include interactions with an interactee. You2Me [68] provides 3D skeletons for
both interacting people paired with images captured with a chest-mounted camera plus external cameras; there are no body shape or 3D scene annotations.
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EgoMoCap [58] analyzes the interactee body shape and pose in outdoor social
scenarios capturing only the egocentric RGB stream.
Table 1 compares EgoBody with the most related human motion datasets.
EgoBody is the first motion capture dataset that collects calibrated egocentricand third-person-view images, with various interaction scenarios, multi-modal
data and rich 3D ground-truth. Additionally, EgoBody provides the camera
wearer’s eye gaze to facilitate potential social interaction studies which jointly
analyze human attention and motion.
3D human pose estimation. The problem of estimating 3D human pose from
third-person-view RGB(D) images has been extensively studied in the literature
– either from single frames [5, 9, 12, 15, 20, 26, 28, 30, 40, 46–50, 55, 57, 66, 71, 73,
81, 83, 87, 89, 91, 94, 101, 105], monocular videos [14, 41, 45, 60, 82, 99, 100, 102] or
multi-view camera sequences [19,24,33,39,78,90]. SPIN [48] estimates SMPL [59]
parameters from single RGB images by combining deep learning with optimization frameworks. METRO [57] reconstructs human meshes without relying on
parametric body models. Most methods require “full-body” images and therefore
lack robustness when parts of the body are occluded or truncated, as it is the
case with the interactee in egocentric videos. EFT [36] injects crop augmentations at training time to better reconstruct highly truncated people. PARE [46]
explicitly learns to predict body-part-guided attention masks. However, these
methods exhibit a significant performance drop when applied to egocentric data.
Our dataset helps fill this performance gap, as we show in Sec. 5.
The problem of egocentric pose estimation is receiving growing attention.
Most methods estimate the camera wearer ’s 3D skeleton, based on images, IMU
data, scene cues or body-object interactions [29,35,61,79,84,85,98]. You2Me [68]
estimates the camera wearer’s pose given the interactee’s pose as an additional
cue. Liu et al. [58] estimate 3D human pose and shape of the interactee given
egocentric videos in outdoor scenes, with limited interaction diversity.
Egocentric social interaction learning. Egocentric videos provide a unique
way to study social interactions. Most methods focus on social interaction recognition [6,7,18,21,54,67,77,95,96]. Lee et al. [53] produce a storyboard summary
of the camera wearer’s day given egocentric videos. Northcutt et al. [69] collect an egocentric communication dataset focusing on conversations. Recently
Ego4D [27] dataset collects massive egocentric videos for various tasks including
hand-object and social interaction understanding, making significant advances in
stimulating future research in the egocentric domain. EgoBody is unique in that
we are the first egocentric dataset that provides rich 3D annotations including
accurate 3D human pose and shape for all interacting subjects.

3

Building the EgoBody Dataset

EgoBody collects sequences capturing subjects performing diverse social interactions in various indoor scenes. For each sequence, two subjects are involved in
one or more interaction scenarios (Sec. 3.1). Their performance is captured from
both egocentric- and third-person-views. One subject (the camera wearer) wears
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Table 2: EgoBody interaction scenarios.
Category

Interaction Scenarios

Cooperation
Social exchange
Conflict
Conformity
Others

Guess by Action game, catching and tossing, searching for items, etc.
Teaching to dance/workout, giving a presentation, etc.
Arguing about a specific topic
One subject instructs the other to perform a task
Haggling, negotiation, promotion, self-introduction, casual chat, etc.

Action Types

Sitting, standing, walking, dancing, exercising, bending, lying,
grasping, squatting, drinking, passing objects, catching, throwing, etc.

a HoloLens2 headset [3], capturing multi-modal egocentric data (RGB, depth,
head, hand and eye gaze tracking streams). Their interaction partner, i.e. interactee, does not wear any device. The camera wearer’s HoloLens2 is calibrated
and synchronized with three to five Azure Kinect cameras [1] which capture the
interaction from di↵erent viewpoints (Sec. 3.2). Based on this multi-view data,
we acquire rich ground-truth annotations for all frames, including 3D full-body
pose and shape for both interacting subjects and the reconstructed 3D scene
(Sec. 3.3). Statistics for EgoBody are reported in Sec. 4.
3.1

Interaction Scenarios

To guide the subjects and obtain rich, diverse body motions, we define multiple
interaction scenarios within five major interaction categories in sociology studies [8]: cooperation, social exchange, conflict, conformity and others, spanning
diverse action types (Tab. 2) and body poses (Fig. 5). For each sequence, we
pre-define one or more interaction scenarios and ask the two participants to interact accordingly. We allow the subjects to improvise within each interaction
scenario to ensure intra-class variation. The motion diversity is further increased
with various human-scene interactions by capturing in 3D scenes.
3.2

Data Acquisition Setup

As mentioned above, EgoBody collects egocentric- and third-person-view multimodal data, plus 3D scene reconstructions. Fig. 2 illustrates our system setup.
Egocentric-view capture. We use a Microsoft Hololens2 [3] headset to record
egocentric data. Using the Research Mode API [88], we capture RGB videos
(1920⇥1080) at 30 FPS, long-throw depth frames (512⇥512) at 1-5 FPS, as well
as eye gaze, hand and head tracking at 60 FPS. Note that we do not record depth
at a higher framerate (AHAT) due to the “depth aliasing” described in [88]. We
observe that captures exhibit typical challenges for limited power-devices, like
frame drops and blurry images.
Third-person multi-view capture. We use three to five Azure Kinect cameras [1] (denoted by Cam1 ⇠Cam5 ) to capture multi-view, synchronized RGB-
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Fig. 2: Capture setup. Multiple Azure Kinects capture the interactions from di↵erent
views (A, B, C), and a synchronized HoloLens2 worn by one subject captures the
egocentric view image (D), as well as the eye gaze (red circle) of the camera wearer.

D videos of interacting subjects. Having multi-view data helps our motion reconstruction pipeline for ground-truth acquisition (Sec. 3.3). The cameras are
fixed during recording. They capture synchronized RGB frames (1920⇥1080)
and depth frames (640⇥576) at 30 FPS.
3D scene representation. We pre-scan the environment using an iPhone12
Pro Max running the 3D Scanner app [2]. Scene reconstructions are stored as
3D triangulated meshes, each with 105 ⇠ 106 vertices. We choose this procedure
for its efficiency and reconstruction quality.
Calibration and Synchronization. For each Kinect, we extract its camera
parameters via the Azure Kinect DK [1]. For the HoloLens2, we get its camera
parameters as exposed by Research Mode [88]. We synchronize the Kinects via
hardware, using audio cables. Since it is not possible to synchronize HoloLens2
and Kinect in a similar way, we use a flashlight visible to all devices as signal
for the first frame. Kinect-Kinect and Kinect-HoloLens2 cameras are spatially
calibrated using a checkerboard and refined by rigid alignment steps (ICP [11]).
The Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration is further optimized based on body keypoints (Sec. 3.3). We use Cam1 to define our world coordinate frame origin.
Once we calibrate the HoloLens2 coordinate frame with Cam1 ’s world origin,
we can track the headset position, and therefore its cameras, by relying on its
built-in head tracker [88]. We also register the 3D scene into the coordinate
frame of Cam1, and reconstruct the human body in this space (see details in
Supp. Mat.).
3.3

Ground-truth Acquisition

Given the RGB-D frames captured with the multi-Kinect rig and the egocentric frames, our motion reconstruction pipeline estimates, for each frame and
each subject, the corresponding SMPL-X body parameters [73], including the
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Fig. 3: Which body part attracts
more attention? For each joint group, Fig. 4: Accuracy of SoTAs on 3DPW and
% of the occurrences it is the closest to EgoBody with the advance of the 3DHPS
the 2D gaze point in the image.
field.

global translation 2 R3 , body shape 2 R10 , pose ✓ 2 R96 (body and hand)
and facial expression
2 R10 . To address the challenges posed by not perfectly accurate factory calibration of HoloLens2 depth, which further leads to
inaccurate Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration, we propose a keypoint-based refinement scheme to better leverage observations from the HoloLens2. We introduce
the first solution to reconstruct accurate 3D human pose, shape and motions
with multi-view Kinect cameras and an embodied HMD. Thanks to the refined
Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration, this provides accurate per-frame pose, natural human motion dynamics and realistic human-scene interactions for both egocentricand third-person-view frames. Note that we estimate the body in the coordinate
frame of Cam1.
Data preprocessing. We use OpenPose [13] to detect 2D body joints in all
(Kinect and HoloLens2) RGB frames. OpenPose identifies people in the same
image by assigning a body index to each detected person. In general, this works
well, but gives false positives which we process afterwards. To extract human
body point clouds from Kinect depth frames, we use Mask-RCNN [31] and
DeepLabv3 [31]. We manually inspect the data to remove spurious detections
(e.g. irrelevant people in the background, and scene objects misdetected as people). We also ensure consistent subject identification across frames and views,
and manually fix inaccurate 2D joint detections, mostly due to body-body and
body-scene occlusions. See Supp. Mat. for more details.
Per-frame fitting. As in [102], given Kinect depth and 2D joints, we first
optimize the SMPL-X parameters for each subject/frame separately, minimizing
an objective function similar to that defined in [30]:
E( , , ✓, ) = EJ +

D ED

+ Eprior +

contact Econtact

+

coll Ecoll ,

(1)

where , , ✓, are optimized SMPL-X parameters.
v
Given the preprocessed OpenPose 2D joints JOP
from n views (v 2 {1, ..., n}),
the multi-view joint error term EJ minimizes the sum of 2D distances between
v
JOP
and the 2D projection of SMPL-X joints onto camera view v for all views:
X
v
EJ ( , , ✓, ) =
EJv ( , , ✓, , JOP
, Kv , Tv ),
(2)
view v
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where Kv denotes the intrinsics parameters of camera v, and Tv denotes the extrinsics between Cam v and Cam 1. The depth term ED penalizes discrepancies
between the estimated body surface and body depth point clouds for all views;
Eprior represents body pose, shape and expression priors; Econtact encourages
scene-body contacts; and Ecoll penalizes scene-body collisions. The i s weight
the contribution of each term. We refer the reader to [30, 102] for more details.
Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration refinement. The Kinect-Hololens2 calibration is represented by the extrinsics T between Kinect Cam1, and the HoloLens2
coordinate system’s origin. For each capture session, this origin is fixed in the
world [88]; as the HMD moves, its head tracker provides the transformation
between this origin and each egocentric frame t, denoted by Ttego . To address
the inaccurate initial Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration Tinit caused by imperfect
HoloLens2 depth factory calibration, we propose a keypoint-based scheme to
refine it. For each frame t, we project the 3D SMPL-X joints J3D,t (obtained
from per-frame fitting, in Cam1 ’s coordinate) onto the egocentric image. We
minimize the 2D error between the projected 2D joints and the OpenPose joint
ego
detections JOP,t
of the egocentric frame t, and optimize the transformation T :
X
ego 2
ET (T ) =
||K ego Ttego T J3D,t JOP,t
||2 + ||T Tinit ||22 ,
(3)
t

where K ego denotes the HoloLens2 RGB camera intrinsic parameters, and
weights the regularizer.
Temporally consistent fitting. Per-frame fitting gives us a set of reasonable,
initial pose estimates, which however are jittery and inconsistent over time. We
therefore run a second optimization stage based on LEMO priors [102] to obtain
smooth, realistic human motions. Furthermore, to improve consistency between
egocentric- and third-person-view estimates, we consider also egocentric data
given the refined Kinect-HoloLens2 calibration. We take OpenPose 2D joint estimations from HoloLens2 RGB frames and use them as further constraints.
Still, we optimize for each subject separately. The resulting objective function
minimized in the temporal fitting stage is:
E( , ✓, ) = EJ + EJego + Eprior +

smooth Esmooth

+

f ric Ef ric ,

(4)

where Ef ric is the contact friction term defined in [102] to prevent body sliding,
Esmooth and Eprior denote temporal and static priors as in [102]. EJego is the
2D projection term which minimizes the error between OpenPose detections
on egocentric view frames and the 2D projections of SMPL-X joints onto the
egocentric view; EJego is only enabled for the interactee when they are visible in
the egocentric frames. The i s weight balance the contribution of each term.

4

EgoBody Dataset

EgoBody collects 125 sequences from 36 subjects (18 male and 18 female) performing diverse social interactions in 15 indoor scenes. In total, there are 219,731
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Fig. 5: Reconstructed ground-truth bodies overlaid on third-person-view images
from 3 Kinects (row 1-3), and the corresponding egocentric view image (row 4).
Left/middle/right shows three di↵erent frames. Row 5 shows more examples from the
egocentric view. Blue denotes the camera wearer, and pink denotes the interactee. Eye
gaze of the camera wearer are in red circles.

synchronized frames captured from Azure Kinects, from multiple third-personviews. We refer to this as the “Multi-view (MV)Set”. For each MV frame, we
provide 3D human full-body pose and shape annotations (as SMPL-X parameters) for both interacting subjects together with the 3D scene mesh. Furthermore, we have 199,111 egocentric RGB frames (the “EgoSet”), captured from
HoloLens2, calibrated and synchronized with Kinect frames. Given the camera
wearer’s head motion, the interactee is not visible in every egocentric frame; in
total, we have 175,611 frames with the interactee visible in the egocentric view
(“EgoSet-interactee”). Fig. 5 shows example images. For EgoSet, we also collect
the head, hand and eye tracking data, plus the depth frames from the HoloLens2.
We also provide SMPL [59] body annotations via the official transfer tool [4].
Below we provide dataset statistics; for more detailed analysis and ground truth
annotation quality please refer to the Supp. Mat.
Training/validation/test splits. We split data into training, validation and
test sets such that they have no overlapping subjects. The EgoBody training
set contains 116,630 MVSet frames, 105,388 EgoSet frames and 90,124 EgoSetinteractee frames. The EgoBody validation set contains 29,140 MVSet frames,
25,416 EgoSet frames and 23,332 EgoSet-interactee frames. The test set contains
73,961 MV frames, 68,307 EgoSet frames and 62,155 Ego-interactee frames.
Joint visibility. The camera wearer’s motion, the headset’s field of view and the
close distance between the interacting subjects cause the interactee to be often
truncated in the egocentric view. To quantify the occurrences of truncations,
we project the fitted 3D body joints onto the HoloLens2 images, and deem a
projected 2D joint as “visible” if it lies inside the image. As shown in Fig. 6 (2nd
row, right), the lower body parts are more frequently truncated in the images.
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Please refer to Sec. 5 for the impact of joint visibility on 3DHPS estimation
performance.
Eye gaze and attention. We can combine the HoloLens2 eye gaze tracking
with our 3D reconstruction of the scene/people to estimate the 3D location the
user looks at, and project it on the egocentric images (interpreted as where the
user’s “attention” is focused), thereby obtaining valuable data to understand
interactions. We observe that the camera wearer’s attention is highly focused
on the interactee during interactions. and tends to be closer to the upper body
joints (Fig. 3), which in turn results in lower visibility for the lower body parts.

5

Experiments

We leverage EgoBody to introduce the first benchmark for 3D human pose and
shape (3DHPS) estimation from egocentric images. Given a single RGB image
of a target subject, the goal of a 3DHPS method is to estimate a human body
mesh and a set of camera parameters, which best explain the image data. Stateof-the-art (SoTA) 3DHPS methods are mostly trained and evaluated on thirdperson-view data, and their performance is starting to saturate on common thirdperson-view datasets [34, 63] (see Fig. 4); yet, their capabilities to generalize to
real-world scenarios (e.g. cropped or blurry images) are still limited [72]. With
EgoBody, we can test their capabilities on egocentric images.
We define a benchmark for 3DHPS methods on our EgoSet-interactee test
set. Within the social interaction scenarios, the input will be an egocentric view
image of the interactee. We evaluate SoTA methods and show that their performance significantly drops on our data. We expose limitations of existing methods
by in-depth analysis (Sec. 5.2), given that the egocentric view brings considerable
challenges that are rarely present in existing third-person-view datasets.
We also provide valuable insights to boost their performance for egocentric
scenarios. In particular, we show that our EgoSet-interactee training set can
help address the challenges brought by egocentric view data: using it, we finetune three recent methods, SPIN [48], METRO [57] and EFT [36], achieving
significantly improved accuracy and robustness on both our test set (Sec. 5.3)
and over a cross-dataset evaluation on the You2Me [68] dataset (Sec. 5.4).
5.1

Benchmark Evaluation Metrics

We employ two common metrics: Mean Per-Joint Position Error (MPJPE)
and Vertex-to-Vertex (V2V) errors. We use two types of alignments before
computing the accuracy for each metric: (1) translation-only alignment (aligns
the bodies at the pelvis joint [72]) and (2) Procrustes Alignment [25] (“PA”,
solves for scale, translation and rotation). Results are by default reported with
translation-only alignment unless specified with the “PA-” prefix. MPJPE is
the mean Euclidean distance between predicted and ground-truth 3D joints,
evaluated on 24 SMPL body joints. V2V error is the mean Euclidean distance
over all body vertices, computed between two meshes.
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Table 3: Evaluation of SoTA 3DHPS estimation methods on our test set. All metrics
are in mm. “PA-” stands for Procrustes alignment. “SPIN-ft”, “METRO-ft” and “EFTft” denote results of fine-tuning SPIN, METRO and EFT on our training set.
Method
CMR [49]
SPIN [48]
LGD [81]
METRO [57]
PARE [46]
EFT [36]
SPIN-ft (Ours)
METRO-ft (Ours)
EFT-ft (Ours)

5.2

MPJPE # PA-MPJPE # V2V # PA-V2V #
200.7
182.8
158.0
153.1
123.0
123.9
106.5
98.5
102.1

109.6
116.6
99.9
98.4
83.8
78.4
67.1
70.0
64.8

218.7
187.3
168.3
164.6
131.5
134.9
120.9
110.5
116.1

136.8
123.7
106.0
106.4
89.7
86.0
78.3
76.8
74.8

Baseline Evaluation

Tab. 3 summarizes the evaluation of SoTA 3DHPS methods from di↵erent categories: (1) fitting-based method [81]; and regression-based methods that (2) predict parameters of a parametric body model [36, 46, 48, 49] or (3) predict nonparametric body meshes [57]. For each baseline method, we use the best performing model provided by the authors (trained with the optimal training data).
In Fig. 4 we plot the PA-MPJPE error of these methods on our dataset and on
an existing major third-person-view benchmark1 , On average, the methods yield
a 77% higher 3D joint error on EgoBody than on 3DPW. More importantly, while
the accuracy curve drives towards saturation on 3DPW, di↵erent SoTA methods
still show largely varying performance on our dataset. This suggests that current
datasets are not sufficient to train models that can handle egocentric view images
well. Below we discuss two key challenging factors that impact performance.
Motion blur. Motion blur is common in the egocentric view images due to
the motion of the camera wearer. To study how motion blur influences 3DHPS
estimation accuracy, we plot in Fig. 6 (1st row, left) the MPJPE of all methods
vs. the image sharpness score. The sharpness score is defined as the variance
of the Laplacian of an image [74], upper-thresholded at 60; higher scores mean
sharper images. We observe that, surprisingly, most methods are insensitive to
blurriness, except for heavily blurred cases (score <10). However, our fine-tuned
models (SPIN-ft / METRO-ft / EFT-ft ) are more robust against motion blur:
among all methods, they achieve the lowest standard deviation over the seven
image sharpness levels; see the number next to each method in the legend of
Fig. 6 (1st row, left).
Joint visibility. While most 3DHPS methods assume that the target body
is (almost) fully visible in the image as in existing third-person-view datasets
such as 3DPW [63], this is seldom the case in egocentric view images. To assess
the importance of this issue, we analyze the performance of each baseline with
1

The results on 3DPW are taken from the respective original papers.
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Fig. 6: First Row: Impact of motion blur (left) / joint visibility (right) on SoTA method
accuracies. Second Row: 3D joint error analysis by body parts (left) / ratio of each
joint group being invisible (truncated) from the images in our test set (right).

respect to the portion of visible body joints (“visibility”, see Sec. 4) in the images
from our test set. The result is summarized in Fig. 6 (row 1, right). Note that
our definition of a joint’s visibility is related to, but di↵ers from, the concept of
occlusion: both measure how much pixel information is missing for a body part,
but visibility focuses on how much of the body is truncated from the image. A
joint that is occluded by an object can still be considered visible by our definition.
Overall, all methods yield a lower error when there is less body truncation.
Two recent methods, PARE [46] and EFT [36], achieve the best results. PARE
is designed to be robust against occlusions by explicitly employing a body part
attention mechanism, whereas EFT handles body truncation “implicitly” by
aggressively cropping images as training data augmentation.
We further plot the MPJPE and the invisibility ratio of each joint group in
Fig. 6 (2nd row). Overall the two are in accordance: the lesser a joint is visible,
the higher the error it exhibits. An exception is on the wrist joints: despite
good visibility, their error remains relatively high. As observed also in [46], high
errors on the extremities are a common problem with existing 3DHPS models,
possibly because most current models only use a single, global feature from the
input image for regression. This points to potential future work that deploys local
image features, which has been shown e↵ective in recent 3DHPS models [28,46].
5.3

Baseline Improvement

To evaluate the e↵ectiveness of the EgoBody training set, we use it to finetune three of the baseline methods: two model-based methods, SPIN [48] and
EFT [36], as they both use the same architecture (HMR [40] network) that
is the backbone for many other recent models [40, 45, 76]; a model-free method
METRO [57] which directly predicts the body mesh. The pre-trained EFT di↵ers
from SPIN majorly in that it is trained with extended 3D pseudo ground-truth
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data (from the EFT-dataset) and uses aggressive image cropping as data augmentation. We use the same hyperparameters provided by the authors and select
the fine-tuned model with the best validation score.
As shown in Tab. 3, after fine-tuning, the error is largely reduced for all three
methods on all metrics: SPIN-ft/METRO-ft/EFT-ft has 42%/36%/18% lower
MPJPE, and 35%/33%/14% V2V than their corresponding original models.
The improvement can also be seen for all blurriness/visibility categories in
Figs. 6. For the motion blur specifically, the fine-tuned models not only achieve
a lower error at every image sharpness level, but also show increased robustness.
This is shown by the standard deviations of each method across the sharpness
levels, dropping from 27.3 to 2.4 for SPIN, from 16.7 to 3.2 for METRO, and from
11.1 to 1.3 for EFT, respectively, after fine-tuning. The results show that our
training set can serve as an e↵ective source to adapt existing 3DHPS methods
to the egocentric setting.
5.4

Cross-dataset Evaluation on You2Me

Is the e↵ect of our training set only specific to our capture scenario, or does
it generalize to other egocentric pose estimation datasets? To verify this, we
evaluate SPIN, EFT and METRO against their fine-tuned counterparts on the
You2Me [68] dataset. Here we report the PA-MPJPE for pose errors (in mm):
SPIN (152.8) vs. SPIN-ft (87.9); EFT (95.8) vs. EFT-ft (85.6), and METRO
(117.7) vs. METRO-ft (88.2). Again, fine-tuning on our training set improves
all models’ performance; see Supp. Mat. for more details. These results suggest
that our data empowers existing models with the ability to address challenges
faced in the generic egocentric view setup.

6

Conclusion

We presented EgoBody, a dataset capturing human pose, shape and motions
of interacting people in diverse environments. EgoBody collects multi-modal
egocentric- and third-person-view data, accompanied by ground-truth 3D human
pose and shape for all interacting subjects. With this dataset, we introduced a
benchmark on egocentric-view 3D human body pose and shape (3DHPS) estimation, systematically evaluated and analyzed limitations of state-of-the-art
methods on the egocentric setting, and demonstrated a significant, generalizable performance gain in them with the help of our annotations. This paper has
shown EgoBody’s unique value for the 3DHPS estimation task, and we see its
great potential in moving the fields towards a better understanding of egocentric
human motions, behaviors, and social interactions. In the future, adding more
participants and even richer data modalities (e.g. audio recordings and motion
annotations by natural language descriptions) could further enrich the dataset.
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